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GDPR

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires us to inform
each user what personal data we are storing within the Atlas facility and how we are
processing it.
- For initial account provisioning, providing on-going services and satisfying storage and

archival requirements your user name, real name, email address and public grid/ssh
credentials are stored in our internal configuration management system.

- Any access to Atlas’ services (for example logging into the system, or accessing a web
server) results in personal data being recorded automatically in the system log files.
The IP address, timestamp, user name and/or real name, browser version, operating
system, and previously visited web pages (if disclosed by the browser) may be recorded.

- Using Atlas, for example submitting Condor jobs or sending email, will result in per-
sonal data being logged. These are typically the user name and/or email addresses
and/or real name. Parts of the data related to Condor jobs is processed and passed on
to the LIGO Data Grid Accounting System at MIT.

Use of Atlas’ resources

I agree that Atlas’ computing time and resources will only be used for work where at least
one of the co-authors or collaborators is a current member of the AEI Hannover Data
Analysis Group (for example, work on LIGO-Virgo Collaboration full-author-list publica-
tions). If this is NOT the case then I will contact Bruce Allen (bruce.allen@aei.mpg.de)
or the Atlas team (atlas_admin@aei.mpg.de) in advance with a request to use Atlas re-
sources. I understand that compliance with GDPR and other regulations is only possible
if I do not store any private material or documents on Atlas.

I also agree that I will not deliberately use the system in ways that are harmful to others
users.

My signature below indicates that I understand this document and will comply with the
requirements listed above.

Full Name Place, Date Signature

Note that only users who have signed and returned this document will be able to log into
Atlas.


